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All heating systems can warm things up.
But today they must be able to do a lot more.
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It’s been known for years that heating

systems for large space buildings are not

exclusively a question of heating but also

one of efficiency. However, it is relatively

new that the choice of a suitable heating

system has increasingly become a

significant economic factor. One reason

for this is the 100% price increase in

natural gas over the past ten years. And

another reason is, without a doubt, the

consequences of the Kyoto Protocol.

Building passes and the DIN V 18599

standards not only place significantly more

demands on the energy efficiency of

technology and buildings: they also

contribute substantially to the value of

buildings.

The trend is clear. If you want to purchase

or modernise space heating systems in

the next few years, then merely taking

purchasing costs into consideration is too

short-sighted an approach. In fact,

operating costs in particular are crucial

due to the sheer size of the rooms to be

heated. You have to imagine this: over a

lifetime of 15 years, industrial heating

systems produce 6 to 20 times their

purchasing price in energy costs. So it’s

obvious that heating systems that are

energy-efficient for their entire operational

life are necessary in order to contain costs.

Precisely this energy-efficient approach is

what characterises Kübler heating

systems. The solutions we develop and

install in various types of buildings and

premises reflect our careful attention to

detail. Moreover, they reflect our continual

efforts towards sustainability. During their

entire operational life our heating solutions

consume only 20 - 50% of the energy

required by conventional systems. Thus

they completely pay for themselves within

a short period of time. As a result our

products are trend setters – even for future

legislation.

Our goal is to develop profitable innova-

tions. That’s why we invest heavily in

research and development – so that you

can benefit from heating solutions that

enable you to meet the energy require-

ments of today and tomorrow easily,

effectively and increasingly economically.

That’s what we mean by intelligent

solutions.

Thomas Kübler
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It pays off: the economic
efficiency principle from Kübler
Economic efficiency is the guiding principle

behind all Kübler products – intelligent

details in construction and functionalities

ensure this. The advantages: minimised

convection loss, maximised heat trans-

mission and tube temperatures, optimised

efficiency for greater direct warmth at

the workplace and reduced energy con-

sumption. At the end of the day, all these

advantages provide savings in energy of

more than 50%. But the Kübler economic

efficiency principle starts considerably

before our technology sets in: it starts in

the heads of our engineers – in the

development of meaningful concepts and

intelligent solutions. Because the only

really efficient solutions are those that

meet our customers’ needs 100%.

Windows-compatible solution R.O.S.S.Y®.

All these products ensure that you can

put together a system that optimally

meets your requirements.

High end from material selection
to assembly: the quality
Designed for an average lifetime of more

than 15 years, Kübler products offer

absolute security of investment. They also

set standards in the heating systems

industry – with first-class processing and

professional use of suitable materials.

Stainless steel is used for temperature-

conducting components (tubes etc.) in

systems such as Optima, which have been

designed for sustainability. Similarly Kübler

makes no compromises in quality assur-

ance.

Flexible for all requirements:
the complete portfolio
Flexibility made by Kübler: it gives you

the freedom to easily combine our

systems, to expand them or to dismantle

them in case of a move. Flexibility can

also be found in the comprehensive

product portfolio and ready-to-use

solutions that Kübler offers.

In the Kübler portfolio you can find various

models of heating systems which have

been carefully designed for different

temperature zones as well as for entire,

partial or even single workplace heating.

You can also find flue gas systems, for

single heaters and closed common flue

systems, which can bundle over 20

appliances. In addition you can find

various control systems, including the

advanced and convenient

SYSTEMFocussed on efficiency.
Complete solutions with value-added features.

M
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Cost of investment

Additional costs

Cost of energy

Perfectly designed to provide the most efficient solutions, Kübler technology offers reliable heating with

value-added features. Fuel savings of over 50%, easy maintenance, operation without operating manuals and

much more. Value-added features that mean money in the bank for you. The key technology behind all this:

infrared.  Kübler has made significant contributions to the remarkable success of this technology. With its

ready-to-use solutions, Kübler provides the most comprehensive range of heating systems – probably

worldwide.

Kübler has installed a tightly-knit quality

assurance programme that documents

every process and is subject to strict

control. For you this means that every

Kübler system is backed by the security

of tested quality.

Reliability black on white:
the approval
Infrared heating systems from Kübler

provide some of the most proven solutions

on the market. One reason for this is that

they strictly adhere to all mandatory

standards and norms. All products are

approved according to European

standards. In combination with the Kübler

flue gas system, these systems conform

with the EN 777 1-4 and the EN 416-1

standards. Kübler heating systems are

approved in many European countries,

thus guaranteeing smooth operation.

That provides security. The security to

decide in favour of both an advanced,

economical solution and a system that

has proven itself a thousand times over.

100
75

60

1,100

1,400

700

A question of economy: the more price-

oriented the purchase, the higher the total

costs of your heating system (based on an

operational life of 15 years).

M
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Whether before or after operation start-up:
what counts is your satisfaction.

The Kübler service philosophy is as simple as it is convincing: “Everything

we do is centred around the satisfaction of our customers.” This means

that you profit from an impressive support system based on your

requirements. Starting from 24 X 7 availability right up to industry-

specific support packages, which can be combined according to your

individual needs.
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More than standard: service from Kübler begins with the commitment of our staff as well

as with our industry-specific packages. For example, the e-shop for installers, the integration

of assembly plans directly into the CAD files of your design office and digitalised texts for

bids.

Expect more than standard
service: the wide range of support
Services such as performance analysis,

fast quotes, engineering, maintenance

and online support are today standard in

the investment goods industry. With

Kübler, too. But as a leading supplier of

heating systems for large space buildings,

we have made it our goal to offer more

than the others.  For example, we provide

customised service packages for different

industries. In addition, we offer an

exceptional spare parts service, guaran-

teeing spare parts even for equipment

that is already 15 years  old. And our

specially structured support service

provides you with meticulously compiled

technical documentation so that even

years later you can count on utmost

transparency.

We do lots for this:
customer orientation
Since our business is centred on the

satisfaction of our customers, we need

close contact with them. So we can learn

about their experience and expectations.

That’s why our service always includes

personal talks as well as a satisfaction

analysis after every operational start-up.

That’s why we appreciate your feedback,

positive and negative. Your reactions help

us to serve you better. After all, in addition

to supplying you with space heating

systems, we are providing you with

investment security and satisfaction for

years to come.

Around the clock:
total availability
For Kübler the availability of your heating

system has top priority. We support this

with 24-hour hotline support and 24-

hour spare part  service – 365 days a year.

Absolute reliability is ensured by our tight

network of carefully selected distributors

and service professionals throughout

Europe. All distributors have their own

spare parts warehouse. So that they can

respond fast to your needs and, if

necessary, be on site to assist you within

a few hours.

Progress through know-how:
our training programmes
Successful training and information

courses: for years we have been offering

training programmes to our business

partners that are specially tailored to

their unique professional requirements.

Whether large or small groups, whether

on your premises or at the Kübler training

centre in Ludwigshafen: our flexibility

ensures that you learn as much as

possible, as conveniently as possible. We

offer a full range of training programmes

on a regular basis for chimney sweeps,

engineers and installers.
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The infrared principle
Infrared is electromagnetic radiation with

a wavelength longer than that of visible

light. All thermal sources emit infrared

radiation in a long wavelength. This

infrared radiation only warms the people

and objects in its path. Thus heat transport

via infrared is considerably different from

convection, where the surrounding air is

heated. Moreover, it corresponds most

closely to the natural heating principle of

the sun, which is generally felt to be the

most pleasant form of warmth.Infrared ratio

Convection ratio

Flue gas loss

Characteristic of the efficiency of an infrared

system: the high surface temperatures of

the tubes.This enables a reduction of con-

vection loss and consequently an increase in

infrared. A simple law of physics – and one

that Kübler systems consistently implement.

The result: maximum direct warmth at the

workplace.

INFRARR
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Using infrared radiation to heat closed

rooms is almost as old as civilisation itself.

Even the Romans were acquainted with

this principle and used it, for example, in

tiled stoves, which are still much appre-

ciated today for their cosy warmth.

Infrared is also used in sports halls and

other large buildings. Today infrared

heating is one of the most successful

heating systems for industrial and

commercial premises. The following law

of physics is used: the higher the tem-

perature of the source, the lower its

(undesired) convection loss and the higher

its (desired) infrared emission. The ratio

of convection to infrared reflects the

quality and efficiency of an infrared

heating system.

Designed for professional use:
infrared heating systems from
Kübler
• Pleasant room temperature, similar

to the natural warming principle of the

sun

• Up to 50% reductions in energy and 

running costs compared to conventional

systems

• Low cost of investment, short 

amortisation times

• Even distribution of warmth, also in 

poorly insulated buildings

• Flexible: can be used for full, partial or

single workplace heating

• Complete systems for all types of large

buildings, even those with low ceilings

• Ideal for sports halls

• Can be used to modernise or expand

existing heating systems

• Short warm-up

• Dust- and draught-free

ED
Proven systems with special benefits – Kübler infrared heating systems can be found in all

types of halls. Highly economical in production halls and warehouses, super silent in exhibition

and conference buildings, ball-safe in sports halls, stainless steel models for rust-free operation

in car wash systems. Infrared systems can also be used in agriculture, e.g. in barns.

Or in greenhouses: here the ecological burner head AGRARNOX ® from Kübler provides

additional benefits by using flue gas for CO2 fertilisation.
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BUNDESPREIS
2004

FÜR HERVORRAGENDE

INNOVATORISCHE

   LEISTUNG FÜR DAS

     HANDWERK

INTERNATIONALE

HANDWERKSMESSE

Distinguished by excellence:
Kübler in competition
The repeated success of Kübler inno-

vations is reflected clearly in the satis-

faction of our customers, in the large

number of customers who come through

recommendation (over 70%), in our solid

rating – and in the numerous distinctions

Kübler has been awarded. Kübler

received the first international product

prize for the high-performance system

Optima in 1996. Since 2003 the company

has been consistently one of the Top 100

most innovative medium-sized German

businesses; in 2004 Kübler was even

placed among the top 10. In 2004 Kübler’s

new control system R.O.S.S.Y® received

the prestigious State Award for

outstanding innovation. In Ludwigshafen,

the city where company headquarters are

located, Kübler was selected as Business

of the Year in 2005,

IDEASExtending the lead.
We are working on the future of heating technology.
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Zertifizierungsstelle

Innovation is not an end in itself – it has a goal: to offer the users of space heating systems the solutions

they need to fulfil the demanding requirements of  today better, more efficiently and more easily. That is

Kübler’s credo. As a consequence, our investments in research and development are higher than average and

yield results that set new standards. 50% of our turnover is generated by products that have been on the

market for barely two years. In addition, we have received numerous awards in recognition of our innovative

products. Today Kübler is one of the leaders in innovation in Europe.

State of the art:
infrared ratio
Kübler has raised the issue of infrared

ratio as a significant criterion in evaluating

the quality of modern heating systems.

Of international importance: Kübler’s

cooperation with the University of

Karlsruhe, Germany, in developing a

process to measure the efficiency of

infrared heating. This innovative method

got top scores in an international com-

parative test in Lyon and has established

itself as a European standard. The Kübler

measuring system is the key technology

to quantify infrared emissions and the

new measure for evaluating heating

systems. It gives you the security that

future Kübler solutions will also be leaders

in terms of efficiency and performance.

Innovation becomes established:
standardisation
Infrared  is the technology with potential

for the future. And today innovative

systems from Kübler are proven solutions

– not least because the company is

significantly driving the standardisation

of modern heating systems technology.

Kübler has created and substantially

contributed to the DVGW Worksheet VP

118 as well as the ZIV Chimney Sweep

Worksheet 904 for infrared heating

systems. As a member of the national

DIN Standardisation Committee Gas and

of the European Standardisation Commit-

tee TC 180 at the BSI in London, Kübler

actively contributes German know-how.

Thus giving you the security of fulfilling

even the most recent legal requirements.

Young and successful:
the new products
R.O.S.S.Y®, the Windows-compatible

control system for totally new comfort in

adjusting  heating. SmarTec, the cost-

savings component for optimal switching

on of heating. WinTec, the remote control

module for regulating heating directly

from the workplace. AGRARNOX®, the

ecological burner head for the use of flue

gas in greenhouses (CO2 fertilisation).

These are the most recent examples of

innovative products made by Kübler that

have proven themselves within only a

short time. And Kübler continues to work

at full speed on useful innovations. At

the centre of all new developments and

optimisation: increased efficiency, higher

performance and enhanced security of

operation.
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Behind every Kübler heating solution you will find a lot of clever

thinkers. People who determine the success of the company. Focussing

on the excellent qualifications of our staff, supporting their commitment

to the company, encouraging their integration into company decision-

making: this strategic approach is vital for Kübler. So it’s not surprising

that the company has become a magnet for skilled personnel and

experienced managers from both Germany and the rest of Europe.

TEAMSuccess needs clever thinkers.
In every phase of the project.
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Good qualifications – an important

competitive advantage at Kübler. But the

company training doesn’t focus just on

professional know-how. The latest

techniques from action- and adventure-

based learning are also implemented in

order to promote problem-solving and social

development skills.

Working and thinking together:
our corporate culture
The enjoyment of achievement, gladly

assuming responsibility for projects and

your own actions, not being afraid to

make a mistake:  these soft skills directly

influence the success of working together.

Encouraging and demanding motivation

and personal responsibility is an essential

component of the Kübler company strate-

gy. Since 2003 staff members can become

business partners through the Kübler

shareholding system. All processes are

supported by modern communication

and management systems. They ensure

clear presentation of company goals,

derive tasks from them for each individual

staff member and guarantee rapid dissem-

ination of information.

Success in a team:
qualification and experience
Quality begins with the right consultation

and extends far beyond a smoothly

running business. The basis for quality is

the experience gained by working on

numerous projects, from pure assembly

work to assuming responsibility for com-

plex heating systems. The basis is also

professional know-how – starting from

your first sales contact right up to the

men who assemble and maintain your

systems.  That’s why we are constantly

providing all our experts with further

training, either sending them out on a

regular basis to seminars or training them

 at the Kübler Academy, an exemplary

educational forum for all staff as well as

for trade and service partners.

Investing in the future:
training with Kübler
Kübler sees a special responsibility in the

training of young people to become skilled

workers and capable managers. This is

clearly revealed by the above-average

number of trainees working at Kübler.

Training follows a specific concept based

from the beginning on trust and the

assigning and accepting of responsibility.

On actively experiencing every single

department in the company. As a result,

Kübler trainees are exceptionally qualified

upon completion of their 2 1/2 year

training period.



Contact through closeness. All throughout Europe.

Contact needs closeness. The personal contact to customers is one of Kübler’s strengths. Within Germany we

look after you with flexible, decentralised teams from Bavaria to Hamburg. And there’s closeness within

Europe. Kübler has local service and sales offices in Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Russia. The Kübler

headquarters in Ludwigshafen, Germany, supports these offices via modern telecommunications, thereby

placing the entire arsenal of Kübler technological know-how at their disposal. In all European countries you

know that there is one thing you can depend on: Kübler quality standards made in Germany. 

Germany, Berlin
Kübler Distribution Centre
berlin@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Dresden
Kübler Anlagenbau GmbH
Tel. +49 / 35204 / 220-0
dresden@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Duisburg
Kübler Service Centre
duisburg@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Hagen
Kübler Distribution Centre
Tel. +49 / 2331 / 3485120
hagen@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Hamburg
Kübler Distribution- and
Service Centre
Tel. +49 / 40 / 30384188
hamburg@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Hannover
Kübler Distribution Centre
hannover@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Ingolstadt
Kübler Distribution- and
Service Centre
ingolstadt@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Kassel
Kübler Dealer
Tel. +49 / 561 / 887878
info@klein-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Ulm
Kübler Distribution Centre
ulm@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Germany, Nuremberg
Kübler Distribution Centre
nuernberg@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Czech Republic, Prague
Kübler spol. s r.o.
www.kuebler.cz
Tel. +420 / 286840537
kuebler@kuebler.cz

Hungary, Fegyvernek
Kübler Vesta KFT
www.kueblervesta.hu
Tel. +36 / 56 / 481073
energia@t-online.hu

Kazakhstan, Almaty
Kübler Dealer
www.kuebler.ru
Tel. +7 / 727 / 2323707
yuri.khegai@bosch.com

Russia, Moscow
Kübler Dealer
www.kuebler.ru
www.sps-otoplenie.ru
Tel. +7 / 495 / 6522470
stroiproektservice@post.ru
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Russia, Novosibrsk
Kübler Dealer
www.kuebler.ru
www.energysavings.com.ru
Tel. +7 / 383 / 3422098
info@energysavings.com.ru

Russia, St. Petersburg
Kübler Dealer
www.kuebler.ru
Tel. +7 / 812 / 3808369
weg@inbox.ru

Switzerland, Zollikofen
Kübler Dealer
www.swisscondens.ch
Tel. +41 / 31 / 9117091
post@swisscondens.ch

Germany, Ludwigshafen
Kübler GmbH
www.kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Tel. +49 / 621 / 57000-0

Tel. +49 / 621 / 57000-57
direkt@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Ukraine, Kiev
Kübler Dealer
www.kuebler.ru
Tel. +380 / 44 / 4259328
agrofors@ukr.net

Ukraine, Lviv
www.kuebler.ru
www.universalis.com.ru
Tel. +380 / 32 / 2419940
ahu@universalis.lviv.ua



Kübler Anlagenbau GmbH

Sachsenallee 14

D-01723 Kesselsdorf / Dresden

Tel. +49 / 35204 / 220-0

Fax +49 / 35204 / 220-22

direkt@kuebler-hallenheizungen.de

Kübler GmbH

Am Bubenpfad 1a

D-67065 Ludwigshafen

Tel. +49 / 621 / 57000-0

Fax +49 / 621 / 57000-57

www.kuebler-hallenheizungen.de A
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